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THE ISAACS PROBLEM OF MOVING AROUND AN ISLAND* 

G.K. POZHARTTSKII 

Two cutters, players, sail on the "sea", a fixed plane. A circular island of unit 

radius has its center at the origin of a fixed coordinate system. Outside the island 

the velocities of cutters are arbitrary as to direction and limited in modulo. At 
the "island" boundary (in coastal waters) cutter velocities are directed either out 
to "sea" or along a tangent ot the /island/ boundary. If the cutter is ontheisland 
its velocity is zero. The first player (fast cutter) minimizes the payoff, while 
the second player (slow cutter) maximizes it. 1n the first game the payoff is the 
distance between cutters at a fixed instant of time. In the second game the payoff 
is the time of convergence to a given distance. The difficulty of solving these 
problems which involve moving around an island was noted by Isaacs /l/. Bothproblems 
are solved in this paper. 

1. The two-dimensional vectors zi = (z~,~O, z~,~'),v~ - &,ii)with i = i,2 are defined in the 
stationary system of coordinates X1', X,'in the plane P. The number 7 and vectors z,.vi con- 
stitute vectors I(,) = (Zi, vi, 't'). The two-dimensional controls ui= (u;,~'_ ui,,')with i = I,2 repres- 
ent the velocities of players, and vectors sCi,enable the construction of vectors z=(.T(,), rClj), 

U = (Ui, u,)and the equations of motion which are of the form 

The 

when Izi 

when jq 

Zi’ = ui, Vi’ = 0, T’ _L 1 = 0, i I 1, 2 

control u E 5 (2) = 5, (5) X &,(X) I w ere h the sets ci are of the form 

51 (5) = {Ui I I ui I < rt) 
- l>O (in "open sea"), 

52 isI = I&ii I”i I,< tLi* ziui > 0) 
- 1 = 0 (in "coastal waters"), 

51 (z) = i”i 1 1 ui I = 0) 
when Izi I- I<0 (on the "island"). 

Vector z E X, where the set X is defined by the relations 

X={r/(lz~I-~~o0.ir=1,2),p~>~l*>Ot l,=Z>O, le=E>O} 

We denote 

rl = z2 - zl, r = 1 rl I, n (x) = r - 1 
Xl0 = {z I f > 0) If x, x,0 = (z / n (3) > O), 2 = (51, 5) E x x x 

Let us consider function ut (z) = (u~,~,.u& and sets ti"(zl)C X, defined by the relations 

U; (z) c: 5 (z), WE. (z) = lim us (.Q, Q) as I$ -+ J, x2 E X 

5‘ (21) 3 (2 I 11 --rl I-&} fl s -UC (XI) 

We combine functions u:., (2) in the set i;% i and examine the sets *. 

L‘& = (II? i (3). 55 (s,)},L‘,,, r t.r*, 4lT U’1.i = (“,,UE, fz), ;i (f,)) aI 
The motion x,(t) (xv(O)-= J,~. t, = 0) of set w ,.i is absolutely continuous, and the 

tj,i = i,2,... defined for Xj =.r,(1,) by the equality 
sequence 

tj+l = inffl /(t>> fj> I,(t) TEf (Xj))V(t > ij + 1)) 

is such that tj-+ m as J-+ 00. 
Function li (I,, J) = 1 (s, IQ (2)) conforms to the equation .ru' (t) = Ii (sj. z"(t)) for almost all 

t E Itj, tj+lI. Motions ly (1) and sets 

- 
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exist for all WI, i. 
We specify two functions 

and calculate the series of functions 

h,,,(s,,)=(-lI)~+lsup((- 1)1+l hj (4.t) for ~(4 C OF, (4.A) 

ri.j(G)=(- *);+I inf((- l)i+lh,,j(Ul,J for ui EV1,E>O) 

V o,z,j ={ui 1 lim (hij(Ljr,r) - rz.,(zl))=O as s+Q 3 Po, i,j (z) 

Function 'i,,(Xl) is the value of the game of the i-th player in a game of number j, and 
u,,~,~(z)~s the best strategy. 

2. We introduce vectors pi =(p,,,, pv,i,Pr)whose structure is that of vector xCi). Sets 

(Pi=~Pi~IP~.iI>~)~cp=tplxcp,,y=cpxx 

contain vectors p,.p = (pl,p,), y = (p, 3). Vector Y" = (-5, P). 
We introduce the following notations: W,, W,,, for sets, and W,,, for a vector (scalar). 

We shall use the letters W,v,w, g,q, c,a,v,6, o,O,cp for denoting sets. We denote 

e,,i (Y) = Zir a, (Y) = r, a, (4 = a, (Y) = t 

a&z,%(Y) = P&7? %4,,2(Y) =Ai 

The set W, = (W,,,, Wa,2) consists of vector (scalar) W, and of set w,,,. Let WE,, (Y) E 
5. Then 

sii (u'Cc,2) = {Ui / II C Wcx,,l= Uii (IYo_,,, y, Uj) 

adj(WC&,2) = (UjJni'(Wa.z~ Y, Uj) # Pi 

We construct the operators 

fi"(Wa)=W,.a=(~',,,,l,ali(W,,,,...) x azi(Wi,a,1,...)) 

for WC,, (Y, u) E R'. 
The space R” is of dimension k. We construct operator WI,, which is the operator of 

minimum for i = 1 (maximum for i = 2) using formulas 

~vi,,,l= (- l)>+l inf ((- l)'+' W,,I(y,n) forui E~2~"(W~,~,y,u~)} 

Uii(W l.a,2ry.uj)={UiIIY,,a,l--Wa.l(Yr~)=0, ~~Ww,,,(Y)~ 

Qij(W,,,,,, Y) =%'(I~'=,,,, Y) 

The construction is similar when W,, , =c (x, p), TV,,, C 'P. If IV,,, =c(Y. t). IV,,, C {t) then 
fii(wa)=fio(Wa). The minimax operators for i 5 1 and maxmin operators when i = 2 are of the form 
fr (W,) = fro (/;(I$',)). Note that c (Y) E R', h = pi (5, u). 

Let us calculate 

f, (c (Y)) = lim (t-1 (c (Y + (ah (Y7 UPY) 4 - c (Y))) 

as t-+0. 
We set ct (y)c R’, y,(y, t)c v, va C y and calculate for the set %= {et (Y), Y, (Y, t), ya} the 

boundary operator 

W,(v,)= {t (ra), 7, (L'a)> Ya(Q%l(41 

eb = It 1 t 0, ya -E 

‘Pa(GycI)=(PlYEYcJ 
We construct the sets 

fi,a(&) = fi (Gl (Y)? %@I Id) 
~i,~(C(S),U~) = f,.f (c (Ya (Y7 4). 0. (4) 
tk (C(Y), 4 = s"P52.!3,z(Y) 

fi , b = f2.0 (L.e. 1 (Tl G.47 Qz)l~~ (4) 
eE. (u,) = fz,a,* 04 

Functions 

vi,s = (0, y, (y, t), Vi,S), dY* (Y, wat = 4 (Y6 (Y7 t)) 
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and sets 
1 ,, =; {&/alp 1 u t: fo,1 (h, 5)), Yi,e = YL 1 U Yi.a U ‘k 8 

correspond to sets a C X, Y” (a) = (Y 1% E a) fl Y * 

We shall use the notation 

Yt,s Tr y n f% 1 1 Zf 1 - 1 >O)* Yf,% = Y f? If: 1 I ‘i I - ’ = ’ 

(--l)‘Pz, 91 > 01 

Yi. =yn {~I~>@ 

and determine the operators 

ti,@ (x) = tafui,& te (4 = min (t1,8 (& ke @)I 

I%, zs (Z 1 to (5) 2 T), UI, i (2) = {r I ti, 0 (2) = tl3 tz) ( T, 

f” (c (.z)) = max (0, c (4f 

AS the first step we determine c, = r -(PI - p& 

Ul,k (5) = al.8 ($4 = P (c, (4h Yo (4 = Y - Y” (4 
w,* @ = {a,, r (4, Y, (u* t)* Yo (%)I* %, E (4 = CE (WIT d 
VI, B = f-q’” + % .vb (Yp % fal x f1.b. 1 twl, b)}) 

Note that by construction function ~,,~fz)=aZ,~(X) for ZC&. We specify the sets 

a9 = (z I cp” (z) c IO, nl, .?J c a,, z > 0) 

“Q’ @x(%bA t11 t PC:fl?xl(~~,~~} 

Y* = {O, z~,~ (t, t) a,), t2,q = t, (u& cp” = arem (wd 1% i . IZZ 1) + kn 

Let us define function xa,t (z, t) for spa,, t <t;,,; h, (z2, zl) = @(z), ara,t(z). 
The angle @ is read counterclockwise from vector z, to vector z,. 

We specify the set 

and write the sequence of functions 

q,i(S)=~,~(Zi,s)=~~-_iz 

a,,i(Zi,s)=[Zi I- 1 ---piT, 4i(Zit4=ar~tgfW 

Q (Z) = Cf (5) t Qz (2) - 91 (xl3 a3,i (zi2 5) = Q @I - Q2.i b) 

which enable us to define the sets C,=b n&,h and 6j,i=alSi n 8y,i flaq. When 

we have 

C,(X)=b. fi ICXJ%,i(C~~~)=O~~ cj(I)=Ei* 0 (Cl(al,j(Cl, X)=0} 

and for I ~&b, i, j, k = 1, 2 

CI (4 = 3. n 6% ! h (cv zll! = Pi t5)) for z E 6, 2 u 6,. ii 
i--l,2 

CI (4 = &r n {a I h Cc, 2,) = 41 (4 + a,,i (4). for z fez 6,j, 
ifi 
a 2.E = f" (C2.E (4) 

The imbeddings ei (r)E Ci (2)~ R' completely determine function c~,~(s). 
The set R" is the join of one-element sets, and function ca,E is determined by the rela- 

tions 
c z,t=I~l-cei(x)~-~~~ for zE%.iU&+i, ifi=1,2 
c a.8 = I Zl - Cl (2) I + IZ, - % (4 I + P (4 - ($4 - F%)r 

for rEz6s.1 u 6,‘, 

Let us define vector P*,~C (Pa(x) for zEoxp: 

Oa(zl={P 1 ~p,Z,j~~)=(zj-cj(z~) (- f)i+i-li 

~"=a,\{xIcp=O,rrl 



which we extend together with vector Y,,,c X y (P,(Z)-; y2,u L:-~ ccntlnuity t,; +h,_ ,.: 

el.m= GlvO=n, @3(4<0). q3= il,R.l(fl-- ‘p”,vl,fJ 

Let us now construct the equivocal surface 6,. For this we calculate 

Pe (51 u) = f" 63.5 (4), P, (x) - fn (&("> IL), 5 (4) 
We denote 

h, = (1 - cos 41 (4) ~"1 - (1 - cos 42 (4) ~2 

and write down the sets 

E .I. v = {s J I f3 al, TV P, (5) < 0) = L, Q = {x I y = n, 

P2 (z) = h (z) -=E 0) 

5, = EI,, fl (5 I 4, (4 = 0); X, = X X qa (5) for x E Em 

We construct the sequence of sets 

A, = Pfi.23 4 = h (Y> u) + &BE (~7 u), w, = fl (hz, 5) 

% = {YI lax.2 (YI) = G.rr a, (Yr) = a, (Y), TVh,z (Yr) c {U 1 BE (5, U) = 0)) 

The equality a~ (YI) = GJ (Y) which follows equality ~~~,~(Y,)=h~,r,rneans that, generally h,,, + 

h2 and the remaining components of vectors Y,, Y are the same. Let 8, (Y) = Yp (y) c_ 8'. The 
motion Y, (Y, t) corresponds to relations 

Yp (Y, 0) = Yg (Y) for Y c r?; QRt = l0 (yp) 

I, = {ah* (Y? U)/dY"l ZL E w/t,2 Ml; Y, o/T 4 e x x ‘Fn (4 
when t>O 

These conditions separate the unique motion 

Jp (2, 4 = a, (Yp (Y, 4) forY E vw 
The sets 

E _I,(, = Cr ]I z2 I - 1 > 01, WI,, = {O, Jp (z, - 4, ELJ 
define function $(Z)= ta(wl,@) and the set 

&,,= (%(z3 4 It c [to (4, O), 2 fz E,) = a3' 
To define the set CL, we set vector 

x2 (5) = {II 1 cZ,,~ (zl) = - zi for i = 1, 2, a, (.rl) = a0 (I)) 

and the set 

6, (5) = (21 I I a*, i (4 I = I zi IT =, &I) c (cp”, n)) 

The set 

6, = &G,,n 6% (4 I5 E b,,) = 0* (61, (p) = a3 

is obtained using the operations of reflection and join, taking into account the relations 

(s3 = a, = 86 (U 6, (4 as s E 6.J 

53,e (21, t) = zp (I, t, - 0, Xl = Jp (X> G) 

w,= (a,,E("),xe,e(z,t)'68), %&(4=c~vJ 

The construction of set ct4 enables us to determine lv*,fi in the form 

~Z.E~@Z,E(?d~~b(% f)~~“(a~)~~ al, E (4 = CE (~a,e) 

The structure of function CZj,l(Z) for z~czj implies the validity of equalitres 

a,,~(") =a,-,,~ (5) for zEa,-1, a4.5 (5) =rl.~P) 

The new notation r,,,(z) will be subsequently required. Let us set forth the second 

method of constructing function T1.Q (x). 
Let us determine y, = I%,c+ n {Y I I E h.,}, vy = {Q,,~ (x), yL, y,) and function cy (2) = c; (V,) when 

Y, = Y, (Y, t). FOr .r ?Z EI,$ we set cy (z) = 02, c(s). The sets 

vv = To ((5 [ (.c ;- 0) u two c Lo, nl))), r*‘y = lcv h), %(Y> t)? %) 
enable us to construct i,,~ (Y) = t>.(c?(Y), W,) and determine 

Y,,~ = Y, (Y, tl,h (Y)). Y, (Y, t) = Yb (Y. 4 for t E 1% #IS1 (Y)l 

y, (Y, t) = Y, (Yr,n - tn (Y) + t) for t > TV,,: (Y) 
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Thus motions y,(y, t), zC (Y, t) = a, (Y, (Y? 1)) and set WC = {a,,~ (.r), y,(y, t), v,) have been deter- 

mined. The equalit_yq (W,) =a,,E(z) confirms the validity of the second method. 

For practical construction we use variables r,, = (PI,P~,(P",T), Pr = 121 1. Let IKE E,,,. We in- 

troduce the substitution q" = (p3(P1, p2, T, z3), uL = ug.3 (PI, Pz, T, 53. UI) in conlormity with the 

equations r1,8 (4 - rl.V (54 = f, (rl,o (4) = 0. 
Let 

22 = (PI, P21 t). P0 = (Pp. 13 Pp. 2, PAY zp = Pp. l/P,, 2 
Y, = (x2, zp, z3) for zI' = 0 

For vector y, we can obtain the equation yV' = It (y,) which can be easily solved numerically. 

Let us pass to the second problem for 

xc x, = x,0 [I {x ( pLg(5) = PI cos ‘p20-pq, s1n ‘pzO= UZ<i} 

which admits function tE(z) = r2,rp (x)in conformity with the equations 

tE (z) = sup {t I r,,$ (5) - 1 > 0) 
(lim TV, (5J for x1 + 5, (I~, I) E x, x X,) - tE(5) = 0 

We denote by pa@, ok) the distance from point I to set ok. Then in conformity with the 

second equality we have 

We find 

ok = tx 1 lk (d c 6$), l, (2) = 5 

4 (4 = {II I a, (4 = $ (4, =o (21) = a, (4) 

p3 (Ok) = tx 1 Pa (X7 Ok) c Lo, &I) 

These relations show the validity of equalities 

ri, j (.Z) = rj,rF (I) for 5 C Xj 
Let function '1, k satisfy the relation 

U,,k(5)~{uilUEXr,i,*l 
For the sets we assume that 

Functions 

provide the strategies 

The described properties enable us to prove that 

We introduce the notation 

4 = (al, I U al, 4 \ (aa U al), a, = 0, a$, o = 0 
uj = (aa. j (z), Yb (Yy t), (Y I ‘P” # 0, n) f-l aj) with j = 1, 2, 4 
5j. e (x* t, = iax (Yb (Y, t)) I P E fz, a2 (“j)} 
zj. 1 = (zj, e (X7 ta (Y)) I P C f2. a c”j)) = J, (I, tj, e) 

When j = 3. we have r3,E (I, t) = zp (5. t). 

Let us define the absolutely continuous motion xe(z, t) for all zll = ~~(1, t) that satisfy 
the equations x, (z, h + t) =zj, e (x1’, t) for ml1 c aj, t E [O, tj e (~~1)). 

The motion .x~(x, t) is unique when 'cc f 0. n. When 'p" = 0, n we define it by the condition 

5, (z, t)C a, for t;:O 
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Points b, = ~2.c (SJ, O), aJ= 21, c (ZJ, O), Zi,< (Sj, t) = a,,; (.z,) are shown in Figs.1 and 2. I:: Fig: 
x1 ~a~,~ with j = 1,2,3. Points ci,j = CI (3) for t E hj,i lie on the circle. 

along the straight line (Uj, c1.j) toward point c1 J 
The first playermoves 

at velocity w, and the second, alonq the - 

Fig.1 

Fgi.2 
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straight line (c*,,, b,) from 
point cq,j at velocity p2. 
In Fig.2 vector .I E a3 u dq, 
shown by dash lines (p,,h,) 

and the symmetric to them 
lines(ri,hi)represent motions 

on set 6,. The second play- 

er moves from pz and h?, and 

the first from p, and h,. 

The motion of points bi, ai 
is rectilinear for 5 =a,, 
zE6,. 

We denote 

Motions s,(z,t) are "rect- 

ilinear" up to the points 

s,,l(z)oftangency with the set 

6, at t4,,(2) and, then move 

along the dash linestopoints 

hi=%,i (r~,l (x1,1)) (see Fig.2). 
When t>f3,c, the motion is 

z, (z, t)c czF. This inclusion 

is made for definiteness: 

motion 5, (2, t)C O6 (a,)exists 
at I arbitrarily close to a,. 

Note that in the case of 

points b,,b, the trajectories 

reach directly the set &,, 

avoid tangency at t = t4,, (m) 

and x1,1 (r)C Eq when zr ~a,. 
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